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1.0 Flood Summary Report

1.1 October 2019

Due to the Jet Stream being further south than usual, the beginning of October was very 
unsettled. Various low pressure systems moved across the country until the 20th, before 
turning briefly more settled. Very wet and unsettled weather than moved in for the 
remainder of the month. There were flooding impacts along the Severn from the 26th in 
response to this rain. Train lines were closed across the West Midlands and barriers were 
put up at Shrewsbury due to the forecast river levels (see hydrograph below).  

177% of the LTA rainfall fell over the Severn Basin in October.

1.2 November 2019

November began with further unsettled weather, although with major impacts being seen 
away from the West Midlands in Yorkshire and the East Midlands. More substantial totals 
fell around the 13th and 14th but without causing major disruption. More settled conditions 
then set in before the last week of November became unsettled once again, though with 
no large rain totals.

150% of the LTA rainfall was recorded in November for the Severn Basin.

Recommendation

The Regional Flood and Coastal Committee is asked to:

1. Note the content of this report.



1.3 December 2019

December was also an unsettled month, especially around the 12th to the 15th on
December where some sizeable totals were recorded. The Christmas and New Year 
period were relatively settled however with no significant rainfall being seen and river levels 
dropping. 

110% of the LTA rainfall fell in December.

1.4 Early January 2020

January has so far been dry with no notable rainfall events. 6% of the LTA rain has been 
received at the time of writing for the Severn Basin.

2.0 Flood Alerts and Warnings Issued

Flood Alerts

Severn & Wye

Oct-19 14

Nov-19 21

Dec-19 19

Jan-20 2

TOTAL 56

Warnings Issued

Severn & Wye

Oct-19 14

Nov-19 32

Dec-19 10

Jan-20 1

TOTAL 78



3.0 Severn and Wye RFCC Community Engagement Return – January 2020

In autumn 2019 the Severn and Wye area was subject to heavy rain and flooding, and here is a 
summary of impacts and the Environment Agency response, as well as other engagement, 
through October November and December.

Here are some images to best summarise the events and multi-agency activity across the area 
through that period, followed by location specific information.







Worcestershire

We deployed the barriers in Bewdley to good effect, as well as many other flood alleviation 
schemes and barriers being tested, and we were kept busy throughout the period with repairs 
and maintenance, including river blockages.

We had staff out during the highest river levels to inform and collect information.



Evesham was the worst 
affected area, with property 
flooding and very high river 
levels.

We were pleased how well our assets performed in general, and we were able to collect useful 
data to seek to improve our models.



Upton was one of the places to see repeated high river levels.



Keeping in touch with affected businesses and communities, makes it easier for us to do our work 
… including looking for stranded fish after flooding!

Our flood alleviation schemes can be useful outside of operational use too - and of benefit to 
wildlife – or just of interest to 
passing cats!



Most of our staff have roles they take up in an incident to help keep people informed, or keep us 
operational by working weekends and night shifts. Of course the work does not stop after the 
flooding – that’s when the repairs and engagement really get going. We will be meeting with 
communities across the area about this flood event for months to come, to learn, support and 
form new partnerships to make us all stronger. This includes to work we are doing to develop new 
and innovative ways to engage and inspire people to work with us towards healthier rivers and 
community and climate resilience.

  


